Are you ready to experience a one of a kind teaching looks! Are you looking forward to achieve
greatness?
Blackboard ULTRA learn experience is by your hands.
Clean, Modern Look

Add Files Via Drag and
Drop

Enable Conversations

The Ultra Course View is
simpler to use and more Quickly add files to your
intuitive. Tools are
course by dragging them
contextual to reduce
to the content panel of
clicks.
your course. You can
drag one or multiple
files, or even a folder.

students can discuss the
content with you and
their classmates. They
can ask for help, share
sources, or answer
questions others have.

Keep Grades Private
Until You Are Ready to
Post

Course Announcements
Appear as Pop-Ups in
the Course

you can control exactly
when students are able
to see the grades you
have entered

View Student Profile

Get to know your
students with the new
profile photos

Announcements appear
as pop-ups for each
student the next time
they enter the course

Item View for the
Gradebook

Quickly see how
many students
have submitted an
assessment, how
many you need to
grade. You can see
when you have
completed grading
an item.
Send Messages
Instead of Email

you and your
students can send
messages to each
other or the entire
class. the Messages
are kept in the
system and can
also be sent via
email.

To Experience ULTRA convert your courses by applying the following steps
1Click on courses tab in 2Choose the course you
3Click on the 3 dots in
4Once your course
the main navigation
want to convert to
the course module and is private open the
ULTRA
select “ make course
course and choose
private”
the “Convert to
ULTRA” option in
the top right of the
page

Note: You will have chance to view the ULTRA course and look and then take a decision to
proceed or return.
Click here to check the comparison between Original and ULTRA course
For more details email: servicedesk@sharjah.ac.ae

